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It's not the gift, but the
thought that counts :)

Linden Tyler

We at MICEkart.com believe



Material - Wooden
Size - 59 cm.
Plywood Thickness - 11mm
Weight - 500 grams
These desks perfectly fit for a small
size laptop, tablet and also can be
used for reading & writing while sitting
comfortably on the sofa.

Portable Laptop And Study Table



Fits all 13""-18"" laptops
Adjustable screen level reduces neck
and shoulder strain
Improves keyboard angle for easier
and faster typing
Non slip feet for added security
Super Slim; Compact size makes it
easy to carry

Folding laptop stand.



RF 2.4G wireless connection, enjoy up
to 10m operating distance
USB 2.0 signal receiver, no driver
needed, plug and play
It is Suitable for PC, laptop
Ergonomically designed, compact,
ultra slim & light weight

Wireless Keyboard with Mouse



Webcam for Video Conferencing

Stay connected with your friends and
family with this webcam from Logitech. 
Fluid HD 720p widescreen enables
crystal-clear video calling.
The built-in microphone reduces
background noise.
The automatic light-correction feature
lets you make video calls in dimly lit
places.



3 different levels of brightness, provides
supplemental or side lighting for creative
photography and videography, 
Continuous LED light, no heat and enables
clear viewing in dim lights.
This Selfie Ring Light is made from High
Quality Plastic, Durable and shockproof.

Ring Light



The device's miniature size and wall-
mounted design make it easy to deploy
and move flexibly.
300Mbps Range Extender.
Users can easily extend wireless coverage
at a push of the WPS button.
Ethernet port allows the Extender to
function as a wireless adapter to connect
wired devices

Wi-Fi Internet Booster



It Can be used to connect pen drives
and hard disks or to sync data and
charge phones.
Separate space for storing USB cable
when not needed.
It Can be rolled up for easy storage
when not in use.
Mouse pad can be printed easily with
any artwork.
Powered up mouse pad has a USB hub
attached to it.
Convert single USB port into 3 port.

Power pad mouse pad with USB hub.



The Stationery holder has 3
different compartment Plus 1
Holder. 
Holder is perfect to hold all the
pens, pencil, scissors, packing
rubber, sharpener, eraser,                                
stapler sins, U pins, board Pins,
etc.

Multi Utility Stationery Holder



It contains Separate card holder
pocket and Elastic band to
fasten.
Size - 21.7 x 14.5 x 1.8 inches
Color - Grey, Brown
Shape - Rectangular

Castillo Milano A5 Notebook



Multipurpose table accessory with
USB hub
3 port USB hub converts single USB
port into 3
Connect multiple pen drives, hard
disks and phones
5 colourful sticky note strips to use as
memo, bookmark or a quick note.
Writing pad and mini eco friendly pen
included in the case.
USB cable included.

Big USB Hub with Sticky Notes



It is not just about selecting the gifts and
giving it to someone. A gift becomes
complete with an attractive packaging. 

We stand by this concept and believe that an
attractive looking gift is enough to brighten
someone's day / festival.

We offer custom logo branding & packaging,
thus ensuring that your brand name stays in
the hearts of the receivers as long as the
product itself.

Gift Hampers, Packaging
& Branding



Mix and Match
To sum it up!

The packages can be customized as per
requirements.

Back End Logistics can be facilitated,
including door-step delivery. Delivery
Time However will Vary w.r.t Location.

Images are for illustration/Presentation
purpose only. The actual product may

differ.



Ring in for a chat!
We would love to connect with you!

Email
contact@micekart.com

Website
www.micekart.com

Phone number
+91 9167499291/2/3/4

http://www.micekart.com/

